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Abstract
The article presents the results of studies that allow us to assess the environmental impact of
various types of electromagnetic fields on the effectiveness of subsequent remediation measures
and the inclusion of areas that have been exposed to electromagnetic effects in residential areas, as
well as the use of agricultural land. The growth dynamics of biotest objects of vegetation planted in
technogenic soil that has undergone preliminary treatment with electromagnetic fields of various nature
was evaluated. An assessment was also made of the effect of magnetization on the structure of the
soil and its filtration ability, including the change in the state of soil layers caused by the action of
electromagnetic fields on inherent moisture. As a result of the research, data were obtained that make it
possible to assess the degree of influence of electromagnetic fields of various kinds on the effectiveness
of subsequent reclamation measures and the use of the inclusion of zones exposed to electromagnetic
effects in the composition of residential areas, as well as for agricultural land. Thus, plants planted
in technogenic soil, previously subjected to electromagnetic influence, demonstrate a pronounced
inhibition of ontogenesis, this effect is enhanced if the soil was previously in a moist state. It was found
that the introduction of fertilizers into the soil, previously subjected to electromagnetic action, has a
beneficial effect on plant growth, but their effectiveness is significantly reduced.
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Introduction
The vast majority of the needs for minerals are
satisfied by mankind through the development of
mineral deposits. In turn, the extraction and processing
of mineral raw materials leads to large-scale, negative
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multi-faceted environmental impacts and, as a result, to
significant social and economic losses.
Technogenic formations have recently attracted
serious attention, determined by: firstly, the possibility
of using them as mineral resources; secondly, the
environmental hazard created by the harmful effects
on the environment. As a product of human endeavor,
man-made deposits are concentrated in areas of cities
and other settlements, creating an increased danger to
life activity in them [1-3].
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The negative environmental consequences of mining
are expressed in the seizure and violation of thousands
of hectares of land, pollution of ground and surface
waters, soil, atmosphere, destruction of vegetation,
changes in the existing hydrobalance in vast territories.
The created situation can be successfully resolved by
combining operations on the processing of technogenic
formations and technical reclamation of excavated
quarries and mine collapse zones.
Since in most cases the volume of space mined
is greater than or equal to the volume of dumps and
tailings, when storing secondary waste into the waste
space, there is no need to allocate new land for storage.
This ensures technical reclamation and the return to
economic circulation of almost all lands disrupted by
mining operations, eliminates technogenic formations,
which are constantly operating foci of pollution of the
atmosphere, groundwater and surface water, ensures the
constancy of the mineral and chemical composition of
secondary waste for their subsequent deeper processing.
The latter advantage is very significant, since
technogenic formations deposited on the earth’s surface
undergo a continuous change due to the oxidation and
subsequent leaching of sulfides.
At present, certain practical experience has already
been accumulated in the use of the developed spaces
as landfills for the disposal of non-toxic and lowtoxic mining waste [4-8]. At the same time, such a
rock stored in a mined-out space, tailings or dumps
can become maternal in the formation of secondary
ecosystems, largely determining the local geochemical
cycle of matter and energy.
However, as practice has shown, in addition to
the positive aspects with this approach to solving
the problem, there is a risk of groundwater pollution
due to their mixing with the liquid phase of the pulp
or precipitation, which are contaminated by filtration
through the thickness of industrial waste.
To prevent this threat, it is necessary to eliminate or
minimize the hydraulic connection between the waste
stored in the mine workings and underground water
bodies and the main way to achieve this is to store waste
with a low liquid content. This leads to difficulties in
delivering them to the underground space, especially to
far located workings.
The modern market offers various designs of
pumping equipment capable of pumping mixtures with
a high solids content, but the efficient transportation
of highly thickened hydraulic mixtures is problematic
due to the rapid wear of the pump elements and, as a
consequence, premature failure of the equipment [9].
A fundamentally new approach to the transportation
of pasty and viscous substances is the use of equipment
capable of being less susceptible to abrasive wear, the
working area of which is outside the existing nonlinear
dependence between the efficiency of traditional
equipment and the concentration of the solid phase,
as well as the kinematic viscosity coefficient of the
substance. At St. Petersburg Mining University, research
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is being conducted on the use of a magnetic peristaltic
mono-pump for laying mined-out space with highly
condensed hydraulic mixtures [10]. This equipment, in
which the motion of a substance is caused by a quasistationary magnetic field, provides an intense physical
effect on the components of the hydraulic mixture,
organizing their movement along predetermined
trajectories with a low shear stress.
The main tasks that need to be solved for the
successful implementation of the above-mentioned idea
are: justification of the technology for the delivery of
waste, including to far located workings; substantiation
of the composition of the filling array from the
products of the utilization of technogenic waste from
the extraction and processing of mineral resources.
However, it also requires careful consideration and
detailed analysis of the effect of this method of
transporting the filling mixture on the state of the
environmental situation on the land allotment. This
aspect has not yet received wide consideration in the
scientific and technical literature, therefore, conducting
experimental and theoretical studies will help to
identify rational areas of application of magnetization
from the position of its influence on various parameters
of emerging ecosystems.
Despite the large number of studies related to
magnetotropism, work that would allow us to assess
the effect of electromagnetic effects on industrial soils
with respect to the potential danger and effectiveness
of further land restoration and their use as residential
areas, as well as for further agricultural work, has not
been paid enough attention in Russian and foreign
literature.
Most of the works are devoted to studying the effect
of magnetization of seeds of various plants before
planting [11-16], studying the effect of magnetic fields
on the process of their growth and development [17-20],
and also the effect of magnetic fields on soil microflora
[21-23]. This effect was studied by various groups of
researchers in natural and laboratory conditions. And
always test plants showed a reaction to the direction of
the magnetic field [24-27].

Material and Methods
In studying the environmental effects of magnetic
fields on the soil, the biotest method was used. The
seeds of lawn grass, turnip onions, mid-ripe leaf lettuce
and early-ripening cold-resistant radish were used as
planting material. Planting of seeds was carried out in a
technogenic sod-podzolic low-humus loamy soil. At one
of the stages of the experiments, fertilizers based on the
products of birds vital activity were used: biochar and
vermicompost.
The experiments were carried out in laboratory
conditions. The plants were grown under artificial
lighting and an electric light source was used, since it
stimulates plant growth due to the emission of electro-
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magnetic waves, favorable for photosynthesis [28, 29].
The average ambient temperature was 17ºС, the average
humidity was 65%, And the average illumination was
about 800-1000 lux.
An alternating current winding generator made in
the form of an “expanded stator” was used as a running
electromagnetic field (RMF) source: current strength
- 4.7 A; voltage - 125 V, frequency 40 Hz. RMF can be
defined as a quasistationary magnetic field that varies
sinusoidally in time at each point in space, and all
points with the same amplitude and phase of oscillation
in time move linearly at a constant speed in space.
The direct electromagnetic field (DeMF) was created
by an electromagnet, manufactured by Bairum Electric
CO, parameters: current strength - 1 A, voltage - 12 V.
To assess the effect of magnetic influence on
technogenic soils, a set of physiological parameters of
plants was chosen, which allows the rapid assessment
method to be implemented [30]. These parameters were:
shoot density, stem height, color, number of shoots,
state of the root system.
Watering and measurement of physiological
parameters of plants was carried out for 7 weeks (from
February 11 to March 27, 2020).

Results and Discussion
Investigation of the Effect of Electromagnetic
Fields on Dry Soil
Soil magnetization was carried out portionwise.
Unmoistened soil was packaged in portions of 250
grams and distributed in the active zone of the
electromagnetic field source with a layer of 1.5 - 2 cm.
The exposure time to the soil was 5 minutes.
Plastic cassettes from interconnected cells with a
size of 5.5 × 5.7 × 6 with a drainage hole were used
as plots for planting samples. About 90-100 ml of
magnetized technogenic sod-podzolic soil were taken
into each of them. Next, seeds were planted in equal
quantities and with a uniform coating of the sown area
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and irrigated with about 30 ml of clean water at room
temperature for moisture impregnation of the entire cell
profile.
The results of the experiments were subjected to
statistical processing: calculated the average value, the
error of the average and the reliability of the difference
between the options. The results are presented on Fig 1.
As can be seen from Fig. 1, the effect of preliminary
magnetization of technogenic soil in two different ways
has a significant impact on the basic physiological
parameters of biotest objects. The germination of grass
during the processing of the soil with the RMF turned
out to be almost 2 times lower than when exposed to
DeMF.
When evaluating onion germination, the length
of the stalks of green onions was estimated. This
parameter turned out to be almost 2 times greater in
the case of preliminary exposure to DeMF soil. At the
same time, the root system of onions planted in soil
exposed to RMF showed a superficial deepening in the
soil, without significant germination in depth, the bulbs
themselves were sluggish and largely lost their internal
volume.
By analyzing the growth dynamics of biotest
objects, one can trace the tendency that, regardless
of the type of plant, the germination of the sample
under the influence of RMF always occurred earlier.
However, then the growth rate was significantly reduced
compared with the sample planted in the soil subjected
to DeMF treatment. This may be due to the residual
magnetization affecting the soil when exposed to RMF,
which manifests itself as a cumulative effect.

The Study of the Influence of the Electromagnetic
Field when Exposed to Dry Soil and Subsequent
Fertilizer Application.
The second stage of the study of the influence of
the influence of the electromagnetic field on plant
growth was the introduction of fertilizers into the premagnetized soil and the subsequent planting of biotest
objects. In the experiment, we used vermicompost,

Fig. 1. Growth dynamics of biotest objects during preliminary processing of technogenic soil by magnetic fields: a) grass germination;
b) the length of the stem of the grass; in - the length of green onions.
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Fig. 2. Grass germination (%) at various concentrations of organic fertilizers under conditions of treatment with various magnetic fields.

Fig. 3. Raising the height of grass stems at various concentrations of organic fertilizers under conditions of treatment with various
magnetic fields, mm.
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an organic fertilizer obtained from the processing of
rotten chicken droppings using earthworm composts
of the species Eisenia foetida, and biochar, a potassium
phosphorus fertilizer obtained from incomplete twostage burning of chicken droppings.
Soil magnetization was carried out similarly to the
first experiment.
Then, using a measuring cup for each cell, a volume
of approximately 90-100 ml of magnetized technogenic
sod-podzolic soil was selected, to which fertilizer was
added in a certain proportion relative to the initial soil
volume (3%, 5%, 10%, 20%).
An analysis of grass growth showed that when
fertilizers are applied in concentrations of 3 and
5%, the dynamics of plant germination during soil
cultivation with a DeMF is 3-4 times higher than that of
objects planted in soil exposed to an RMF (Fig. 2). At
the same time, with an increase in the concentration of
fertilizers in the soil exposed to the DeMF, germination
also increases, and with preliminary exposure of the
soil to the RMF, the germination of biotest objects,
on the contrary, worsens. This trend continues with
a further increase in the content of fertilizers in the
soil. It should be noted that when biochar is added in
concentrations of more than 5% to anthropogenic soil
exposed to DeMF, grass seeds do not germinate. This
is probably determined by a significant increase in the
alkaline properties of the soil during polarization of the
microstructural formations of the soil in this way with a
relatively large specific volume of biochar (Fig. 2).
The dynamics of raising the height of grass stems
when applying fertilizers to soil subjected to magnetic
treatment is presented in Fig. 3.
An analysis of the height of the grass stems showed
that when the soil was exposed to the RMF, the level
of stem rise was 10-20% higher than this parameter for
objects planted in the soil subjected to magnetization by
the DeMF (Fig. 4).
The growth dynamics of the bulbous plant is shown
in Fig 5. The height parameter of the feathers of green
onions was estimated.
An analysis of the growth of biotest objects of
turnip onion, planted in soil subjected to preliminary
magnetization by an electromagnetic field of various
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nature, showed that with a low content of biohumus
in soil treated with RMF, growth retardation of
green onion stems is observed. With an increase in
the concentration of fertilizer, the growth curves are
aligned, which can be explained by the achievement of
a certain soil saturation, at which the required amount
of micronutrient fertilizers enters the plant, regardless
of external factors.
Since the results of biotests showed that in the
absence of fertilizers in the soil, the greatest inhibition
of the studied objects is observed when RMF is exposed
to them, the next stage of the experiments was carried
out only with its use.

Investigation of the Influence of Electromagnetic
Fields on Wet Soil
As test objects in this experiment, seeds of mid-ripe
leaf lettuce and early-ripening cold-resistant radish were
used to exclude the probability of a specific reaction
of specific plant varieties to the effect of an electromagnetic field.
The soil was moistened in a ratio of 1: 3.6 (0.7 l
of water per 2.5 l of soil). A reservoir with moistened
rock was installed in the active zone of the RMF
field generator and was treated for 5 minutes.
For a comparative assessment of the effect of the
magnetization effect, seeds of the same plants were
planted in equal quantities in soil moistened in a similar
proportion and not subjected to magnetic treatment.
With an interval of 7 days, the dynamics of plant
growth was evaluated.
In the first observation, test objects of leaf lettuce
planted in the soil subjected to magnetic treatment
sprouted by 15%; radish test objects sprouted 90%.
Samples showed weak sprouting, low rise of sprouts,
yellowness of leaves and reddening of stems. Test
objects of leaf lettuce and radish, sprouting in untreated
soil, sprouted 100%. Samples exhibit a healthy uniform
color.
Further observation of growth showed that the
germination of leaf lettuce is low, the seeds did not
germinate in full. Sprouts have a short stem length,
expressed by its lethargy and yellowness. Radish seeds

Fig. 4. The appearance of the plots of grass at the final stage of the experiment: a) when exposed to an RMF; b) when exposed to a DeMF.
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Fig. 5. The height of the stalks of green onions, mm.

sprouted completely, but sprouts also show lethargy of
stems and low growth.
The growth dynamics of test objects planted in soil
that has not undergone magnetic treatment corresponds
to the physiology of the corresponding plants. The
difference in the height of lettuce sprouts was 41%, the
radish growth 17% in favor of samples grown in soil
that was not subjected to magnetic treatment.

Discussion
All rocks to a greater or lesser extent have magnetic
properties. the bulk of rock-forming minerals belongs to
the group of paramagnets. Furthermore, in the ground
almost always contains some ferromagnetic compounds
[31, 32].
The magnetic properties of the rock are characterized
by magnetic susceptibility, coercive force, and residual
magnetization. These characteristics depend on the
structure, the ratio of para-, dia-, ferromagnetic components, mineral and chemical composition of the soil.
The magnetic properties of the rock must be taken
into account because of its effect on the deposition of
rocks, the formation of structure and texture, and the
mechanical properties of suspensions and sediments
[33-37].
Magnetization of rocks is important in the formation
of various types of soils, especially finely dispersed

clay varieties [38]. Studies of the behavior of clay
suspensions, pastes, and sediments in a magnetic field
showed that the magnetic properties of minerals and a
magnetic field significantly affect the deposition of clay
rocks and the formation of their structural and textural
features and, as a consequence, the mechanical and
rheo-logical properties of both clay suspensions and
formed precipitation [39-44].
During the processing of the soil by an
electromagnetic field, it was noted that magnetization
helps to improve the state of aggregation of soils in the
upper layers, which contributed to an increase in the
rate of filtration of water in it by 20-30% in the first
hours after treatment. Also, magnetic soil treatment
provides additional salt removal to the lower layers up to 20%. Sodium sulfate, the most difficult to remove
during salt leaching in industrial soils, was more
leached out, which is also confirmed by studies of other
groups of authors [45-48].
Another circumstance related to the influence
of magnetic treatment on the formation parameters
of secondary ecosystems is the fact that the bound
water contained in the hydraulic mixtures freezes
after magnetization of the moistened rock at
temperatures from -5 to -100ºC, depending on a number
of additional factors. This is of great importance
during mining waste disposal in regions with frozen
conditions, affecting the ice content of the soil and
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the depth of seasonal thawing. According to the
information contained in the works of some research
groups, magnetic soil cultivation can be used
to protect crops from frost [49-51], however, the results
obtained on the basis of assessing the germination of
biotest objects in previously moistened soil make us
look at this fact in a comprehensive manner, namely:
while changing the freezing temperature of the soil,
a magnetic field, especially quasi-stationary, can
significantly reduce the germination and slow down
plant growth.
Observations of the growth of biotest objects
made it possible to conclude that the samples planted
in the soil subjected to magnetic treatment show slow
growth, as well as a general depressed state. The color,
size and tone of the plants indicates their weakness.
It is also worth noting that test samples sprouted
simultaneously with samples sown in soil not subjected
to magnetic treatment, despite the relative weakness,
subsequently showed steady growth. The same seeds
that germinated later were more weakened. This may
be due to the effect of the residual magnetization
of the soil, as well as the moisture distributed in it,
on the plant germ. The longer the seeds were under
a similar effect, the weaker the plant became. This
effect was also observed in assessing the state of
the root system of test plants. In plants planted in
untreated soil, the roots corresponded to the physiology
of plants for each of the stages of development.
In samples planted in magnetized soil, the root system
was at a less pronounced stage of development,
the average length and thickness of root processes
significantly lagged behind the plant parameters for
each of the development stages, and the general state
was inhibited. This overwhelming effect also indicates
the influence of electromagnetic fields on the number
of soil microorganisms, which, if used properly, can
be useful in agriculture as a way to prevent damage to
plants or the spread of various diseases.

Conclusions
When developing mineral deposits, the natural
environment within the mining allotment and the
adjacent territory experiences a significant impact,
essentially turning into a new (secondary) environment,
the leading factor of transformation of which is
“technogenesis”.
At the same time, the functioning and development
of the new ecological system within the naturaltechnogenic ecosystem complex is determined both
by natural conditions and the nature and depth of
the influence of production on the abiotic and biotic
components of the environment. The studies conducted
allowed us to assess the degree of influence of various
types of electromagnetic fields on the effectiveness of
subsequent remediation measures and the use of the
inclusion of zones that were exposed to electromagnetic
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effects in residential areas, as well as for agricultural
land, and specifically:
1. Plants growing in man-made soil, previously
subjected to electromagnetic treatment, show a
marked decrease in the rate of ontogenesis. In this
case, a quasistationary electromagnetic field has the
most noticeable effect on the growth of plants in
previously moistened soil.
2. The introduction of fertilizers into the soil,
previously subjected to electromagnetic influence,
has a beneficial effect on the growth of plants,
however, their effectiveness is significantly reduced.
The most vulnerable substance, when used as
a fertilizer to enhance plant growth, is biocoal.
3. Magnetization affects the filtration characteristics
of the soil, significantly increasing them due to the
formation of internal structures due to the presence
of ferromagnetic components in technogenic soil.
This feature contributes to a more rapid leaching of
salts from the soil.
4. Electromagnetic effects on soils also affect inherent
moisture, as a result of which freezing of these soils
occurs at lower temperatures.
A study of the magnetization of anthropogenic soil
showed that fields of various nature have a noticeable
complex effect on ecosystem parameters. Moreover,
this influence in its properties in some cases can have
conflicting dual results, as a result of which, when
choosing technologies for mining, reclamation and
restoration work, it is necessary to be guided by the
specific conditions of the formed natural-technological
ecosystem complexes.
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